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Circuit Classes (Included in Gym Membership) – effective 14th November 2017
Strength training programs do much more than add muscle definition onto your frame. They also help you burn fat more
efficiently and improve your bone density. During your weight or strength training routine, you’ll not only burn 400-600
calories, but also maintain a significant metabolism boost throughout the day. The Striker strength training programs are
suitable for all levels of fitness and exercise experience. Browse the class descriptions to find the strength training class
that’s right for you.
We offer a variety of strength classes and schedules to accommodate your needs. Our strength training programs will help
you gain confidence by building muscle tone. They’ll also give you the strength you need to excel at sports, get more out of
recreational activities, and maintain stamina during daily life.
PLEASE NOTE:
 Classes are subject to change without notice
 For safety and comfort of all participants, please bring a sweat towel and water bottle


CRECHE is included FREE with Gym/GF membership for 2 children, if your child(ren) is BOOKED IN. Each child after the
first two OR If there is NO BOOKING, or you are a casual, then you need to PAY $5.00.

Striker Indoor
Sports & Fitness
9313 9700

Circuit Training Class Descriptions

(Resistance Endurance Circuit) is a cardio/strength combination class that alternates strength training
exercises with cardio training to sculpt every major muscle group. R.E.C. classes combine intervals of cardio drills and
muscle conditioning exercises to provide you with the ultimate circuit workout. You can burn 400-600 calories in a variety
of classes that may use jump ropes, boxing drills, free weights and even a little healthy competition. Expect the
unexpected in these full-body classes, which are packed with lots of variety and tons of fun. This strength class consists of
our functional resistance exercises using hand weights to guarantee you’ll burn calories while giving your muscles a great
workout. It will present a challenge for even an experienced athlete.

(Light Resistance Endurance Circuit) is a lighter pace of the R.E.C. class and is aimed at our more senior
participant or those returning to exercise after an injury/operation, childbirth or just new to exercising......Lite Resistance
Endurance Circuit is a cardio/strength combination class that alternates strength training exercises to maintain strong and
healthy bones with light cardio training to help maintain a healthy heart. Classes also consist of functional resistance
exercises using hand weights whilst utilising the stability ball and is guaranteed to help improve balance and co-ordination.

Is an introductory level class for those who are starting out or just want to enjoy a simple fun class. Low
impact moves, for all ages and fitness

